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Sarah Baldwin, Staten Island Legal Services
Bio

Amir Befroui, Lone Star Legal Aid
Bio

Lorraine Bellamy Martinez, Connecticut Fair Housing Center
Bio
Len Bennet, *Consumer Litigation Associates, P.C.*

Andrea Bopp-Stark, *NCLC*

Lorry Brown, *Michigan Statewide Advocacy Services*
Alys Cohen, NCLC

Bio

Deborah Cuevas Hill, Legal Counsel for the Elderly

Bio

Olivia Davis, Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio, LLC.

Bio
Maryann Flanigan, Legal Services of New Jersey

Bio

Brian Flick, Dann Law Firm

Bio

Berneta Haynes, Georgia Watch

Bio
Christina Henry, Henry & DeGraff

Bio

Linda Jun, Americans for Financial Reform Education Fund

Bio

Nisha Kashyap, Public Counsel

Bio
Karen Kellett, Kellett & Bartholow PLLC.

Bio

Kristi Kelly, Kelly Guzzo PLC.

Bio

Rachel Labush, Community Legal Services

Bio
Jennifer Ngai Lavallee, Legal Aid of the District of Columbia

Bio

Nicole Lavallee, Berman Tabacco

Bio

Evan Livingstone, California Rural Legal Assistance

Bio
Sarah Mancini, NCLC

Bio

Javier Merino, Dann Law Firm

Bio

Stephanie Moes, Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio, LLC.

Bio
John Rao, *NCLC*

Bio

Phillip Robinson, *Consumer Law Center LLC.*

Bio

Carla Sanchez-Adams, *Texas RioGrande Legal Aid, Inc.*

Bio
Rachel Scott, *Atlanta Legal Aid Society*

Bio

Steve Sharpe, *NCLC*

Bio

Tara Twomey, *NCLC*

Bio
Jennifer Wagner, *Mountain State Justice*

Bio

Olivia Wein, *NCLC*

Bio

Sarah White, *Connecticut Fair Housing Center*

Bio

THANK YOU!